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Abstract
When it comes to complex topics in the field of health and risk communication, experts are of high importance for the credibility of a news media report. This paper examines the use of experts and their roles in the news media coverage of multi-resistant pathogens by means of a quantitative content analysis of German print and online news. A cluster analysis of the expert statements identifies three different statement frames describing different expert roles. The results show manifest patterns of selected expert sources, which points to professionalized mechanisms of selecting expert sources for news media reports.
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Multi resistant pathogens in the mass media
The use of antibiotics and the battle against multi resistant germs is one of the most pressing questions in today’s medicine and international health politics. This was best evidenced at the 2017 G20 summit in Hamburg, where antibiotic resistances were put on the agenda by a broad consensus [Albrecht, 2017; Haaroff, 2017]. Additionally, the online edition of Süddeutsche Zeitung, a German well established daily newspaper, mentions the common fight against terrorism and the willingness to cooperate internationally in the case of multi resistant germs at the same time, when commenting on the outcomes of the summit. This comparison does not seem too far-fetched, considering the prognosis that multi resistant pathogens will cause 10 million deaths worldwide by 2050, as is stated by a widely and controversially discussed study launched by the British government in 2014 [O’Neill, 2014, pp. 12–14]. This forecast seems bleak, but current figures by the German Ministry of Health, also indicate that multi resistant germs cause 10.000 to 15.000 deaths in Germany every year [German Ministry of Health, 2015].

When seeking information on health- and risk-related issues, such as antibiotic resistances, most people rely on mass media as a primary source [Dunwoody,
One of mass media’s functions in health communication — the informational function — concerns the audience’s exposure to new developments in the fields of medicines and treatments as well as to inform about risks and warnings of threats, such as epidemics [Viswanath, 2015, p. 241]. Against this backdrop, it is necessary to investigate the news media coverage of antibiotic resistances as the outcome of journalistic working procedures and with regard to the point of reference for the audience.

Even beyond the context of health- and risk-related issues, the use of experts as sources in news reporting has increased in the last decades [Albaek, Christiansen and Togeby, 2003, p. 941]. Since scientific arguments and their originators are highly valued in the media coverage of risks, their investigation is of major importance [Peters, 1994, p. 162]. Previous research thereby focused on the actors’ degree of expertise, their affiliation to societal groups and on aspects such as gender [e.g. Vasterman and Ruigrok, 2013; Shih, 2011; Werner et al., 2017; Ross and Carter, 2011; Magin and Stark, 2010]. The question arises as to whether these findings can be transferred to the news coverage of multi resistant pathogens.

Therefore, the purpose of the present paper is to bring into sharper focus the appearance of experts and their statements and roles in media reports on the issue of antibiotic resistances. The role of experts cited in media reports has been analyzed sufficiently [e.g. Huber, 2014; Nölleke, 2013; Kruvand, 2009; Peters, 1994]. However, only deductive methods were used, gained from qualitative surveys of journalists and theoretical concepts. This study uses inductive-quantitative content analysis as the method of choice to identify patterns in the statements that in turn point to specific expert roles. The data has been collected within the scope of the cooperative project “InfectControl 2020”, which beyond research by other disciplines, aimed to analyze the role of the mass media in informing the public about the issue of multi-resistant pathogens. The period of investigation is linked to the course of the cooperative project.

This study shall investigate the extent to which various social groups and types of experts participate in the media discussion about a complex scientific medical issue with high social relevance. The subject area of multi resistant pathogens is very well suited as a research field for the use of expert sources in the mass media. At the beginning of the data collecting process, it was not yet a strongly established topic in the media. This led to the fact that it was hardly possible to fall back on already established expert sources, which, however, are required particularly frequently due to the complex topic. Moreover, it is not a controversially discussed topic, which makes the selection process of experts and their statements less dependent on different agendas. How — if at all — do these differ from structures previously identified? This is relevant also with regard to the criteria that determine the journalists’ selection of experts and their statements. The leading question is thus:

Which experts dominate the reporting on multi-resistant pathogens in Germany and to what extent can manifest expert roles be identified through emerging statement frames?

In order to answer the leading research question, the definition of experts and the roles experts play in media reporting will first be addressed theoretically. Subsequently, the selection of experts from a journalistic perspective and the
emergence of expert patterns occurring in media texts will be examined. A review of past content analyses of related topics show similar results and leads to concrete hypotheses to be tested within this study.

**Experts in media coverage**

### 2.1 Definition of experts

When it comes to media reports, experts are regarded as particularly influential sources [Page, Shapiro and Dempsey, 1987, p. 39]. Their expertise is most likely needed in scientific, risk and environmental reporting [Huber, 2014, pp. 32–33], where the complex medical topic of antibiotic resistance can be found. Today, however, expertise is no longer provided by scientists only. In principle, actors from all areas of society, such as (non-)profit organizations, civil societies and companies, can potentially assume the role of experts [Bogner, Littig and Menz, 2014, p. 10]. Keeping with this, studies investigating the role of experts in the media coverage reveal the necessity to define precisely who counts as an expert, considering in each case the concrete thematic context. This is particularly important for the results to be meaningful and comparable to those of other studies.

Despite this necessity, studies dealing with the concept of experts often lack a clear definition of the term “expert”. To achieve expert status, a person needs to fulfill certain requirements. First, experts need to have specific knowledge they apply to solve a problem or to make a decision. Second, this expertise must be demanded by others, for example by laypersons [Remus, 2014, pp. 223–224; Peters, 1994, p. 223].

In the case of experts in media reporting, Remus [2014] differentiates between three types of experts. Authoritative experts are those who have obtained specific knowledge or experience and receive their expert status based on their relationship to laymen. They are given the expert status by journalists. Situational experts, on the contrary, are experts only temporarily and in certain contexts chosen by journalists. Pseudo-experts are considered as experts by either themselves or a journalist, but are in fact no experts [Remus, 2014, pp. 25–26].

This study follows the definition of experts in health-related media coverage suggested by Remus [2014] — though limited. According to this definition, patients and their advocates for example, can also have an advantage in experience and knowledge compared with media recipients. In that case, they become situational experts. The same applies to other groups of actors, like politicians and affected persons, who are not primarily concerned with health issues. In opposition to that, authoritative experts are professionally concerned with health issues in their everyday lives. In this study, scientists, medical practitioners and hospital staff are considered as authoritative experts. Table 1 shows the assignment of the classified actors to expert groups (authoritative and situational).

For the purposes of this study, the categorization of pseudo-experts is irrelevant, since the selection of experts has already been carried out in journalistic practice. Thus, all sources used in the media coverage had been considered as relevant voices by journalists beforehand.
Table 1. Experts in the German news coverage of multi resistant pathogens (n=1391). Basis of the calculation: Number of cited Experts from 11/01/2016 until 10/31/2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authoritative Experts</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>65.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians/Veterinarians</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals, Hygienists</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational Experts</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy, Interest Groups</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons affected, Public</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1391</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 The role of experts in journalistic practice

Studies on journalists’ contacts with scientists [Albaek, 2011, p. 340; Huber, 2014, p. 137; Schäfer et al., 2012, p. 240] show that the selection of experts is first and foremost initiated by journalists, who then determine whose voice is heard in discourse on a particular topic.

Journalists do not only decide on which actors to cite, but also on the statements to be integrated into the journalistic text. Many experts are prepared to meet exactly what is required by journalists [Nisbet, Brossard and Kroepsch, 2003, pp. 43–44]. Therefore, it does not matter, whether they are requested as a source by journalists or they provide information in the form of PR articles themselves.

Expert sources are used in journalistic texts primarily to provide facts, to increase credibility and to ensure objectivity [Boyce, 2006; Steele, 1995]. These are, however, not the only reasons why experts are cited directly or indirectly. They also shape the context of the story, are a dramaturgical component and increase the news value by highlighting threat, creating proximity or triggering controversy [Nölleke, 2013, p. 367]. When writing news articles, journalists often prefer short and well understandable quotes to complex explanations. Experts can provide these quotes by adopting clear positions, performing alarming assessments and making demands [Peters, 1994, p. 175; Rachels, 1991, p. 67].

Experts should perform a certain function for journalists, namely to increase the quality of their article, to make its publication more likely, and to achieve a prominent placement of the article. Adapting to the rules of journalism is one of the most important prerequisites for being requested as an expert source [Peters, 1994, p. 175]. Journalists work most efficiently when knowing in advance what they want the experts to say [Nölleke, 2013, p. 328; Shoemaker and Reese, 1996, p. 131]. This presupposes that they know already the sources they intend to cite, that these are considered reliable, recommended by other colleagues or established as experts in the media business [Huber, 2014, p. 137–140; Kruvand and Goodwin, 2012, p. 578; Reinemann and Huismann, 2007, p. 480]. In journalistic practice, it is most efficient to rely on the same experts for certain topics [Goodman, 1999]. While the use of expert sources thus increases, the variance of the actors decreases [Conrad, 1999; Steele, 1995]. This form of repeated self-referencing leads to the same experts being quoted in the media text and thus the same arguments.
Similar selection strategies and a choice of sources, which is not primarily based on substantive arguments, result inevitably in recurring patterns in the media coverage. It is plausible to assume that journalists already have certain ideas about the role and function of a particular source before requesting it for their article. Another possibility is to restructure the statements of experts by shortening and placing them in such a way that they fit their expected roles. The result of these selection and highlighting processes of certain sections of reality are frames. Journalists construct them in their media reports, so they can be found as manifest frames in the media texts [Matthes, 2014]. According to Entman [1993], they consist of problem definitions, attributions, evaluations and recommendations for solutions and actions. The concept refers to media structuring (frame building), but also to the subjective interpretation of the recipients (frame setting) [Scheufele, 2003]. In this paper, frame building is examined, and even more specifically, statement frame building, which through external statements about the cause of acts and the selection processes of the processing journalists lead to manifest statement frames in the media texts. A journalist’s decisions on the selection and interpretation of specific statements by experts are decisive for a comprehensive or simplified picture of the topic [van Gorp, 2007, p. 69; Callaghan and Schnell, 2001, p. 187] and allow conclusions to be drawn about the respective role context of the expert which was assigned to him by the journalist. As a result, the news articles on multi-resistant pathogens can contain several statement frames, which in turn reflect different expert roles.

Peters [1994] identified four journalistic frames — manifest patterns in the news coverage — in which the roles of experts can be described. He distinguishes the successful scientist, the applied problem solver, the advocate of divergent positions and the defender or lawyer [1994, p. 179]. Kruvand [2009] collected the roles of actors in so-called media stories, which are comparable to frames. However, a media story does not necessarily imply to a certain role. Actors can take on different roles; they could act as advocates or legitimators, as critics or skeptics, or take on the role of arbitrators among the different opinions of other sources in the story [Kruvand, 2009, p. 35].

The method used in this study follows these assumptions of selection mechanisms and functions of expert sources, but uses an explorative method to identify expert roles. In this study, the inductive-quantitative approach of Matthes & Kohring [2004; 2008] is used to identify expert roles. While previous studies directly capture the roles of experts as theoretical constructs, this study first collects the statements of all experts and groups them into statement frames using a cluster procedure. The statement frame then serves as an indicator of the role of the actors in the media text.

2.3 Literature review: experts in news coverage

The results of earlier studies in the field of health and risk communication provide more detailed indications on what kind of experts can be expected for the topic of multi-resistant pathogens in German news coverage and how they can be operationalized. Therefore, studies investigating the media coverage on epidemics like the influenza A pandemic [Vasterman and Ruigrok, 2013], the West Nile virus and the avian flu [Shih, 2011] or Alzheimer’s disease [Werner et al., 2017] as well as
results on the news media coverage on health issues in general [Appel, 2000; Tanner and Friedman, 2011] were taken into account.

As stated above, when it comes to science and health-related issues, journalists particularly rely on sources when constructing news stories, as specific expertise may be required [Shih, 2011, pp. 1–2; Conrad, 1999, p. 289]. Most of the previous studies suggest that institutional actors and experts, in the more restrictive sense, account for the majority of cited sources. Accordingly, scientists appear as one of the dominant groups in most of the studies on experts in health-related media coverage [e.g. Huber, 2014, pp. 113–114; Tanner and Friedman, 2011, p. 12; Vasterman and Ruigrok, 2013, p. 446; Werner et al., 2017, p. 6]. Persons working in the medical sector also have their say, even though their opinions vary in different studies [e.g. Appel, 2000, p. 105; Huber, 2014, pp. 113–114; Tanner and Friedman, 2011, p. 12]. A reason therefore might be that some analyses take only doctors into account, while others also consider further hospital staff. Government officials, as well as health authorities like the World Health Organization (WHO) or similar institutions on the national level are among the most cited experts, too [e.g. Shih, 2011, p. 13; Tanner and Friedman, 2011, p. 12; Vasterman and Ruigrok, 2013, p. 446].

Shih [2011, pp. 17–18] explains this dominance of institutional and administrative sources not only by the nature of health issues, but also by the fact that credible and authoritative sources meet the professional requirements and routines of journalists. From her point of view, journalists tend to present health issues from a rather official and general than from an individual human point of view. This is also shown in the fact that affected persons and their friends and relatives or laypersons in general are only a minority among the cited sources [Appel, 2000, p. 105; Shih, 2011, pp. 17–20; Werner et al., 2017, p. 6].

In addition, there are statistics on the gender distribution of experts, which has not been quantitatively investigated in health communication topics to date. The huge imbalances between female and male experts are indications of a phenomenon independent of the specific topic. Regardless of time, subject and different media, several studies came to the common result that female experts are heavily underrepresented in the news coverage. The share of women as cited actors ranges from 15 to 30 %, while men dominate the news coverage by being cited in 70 to 85 % of the cases [Huber, 2014, p. 165; Magin and Stark, 2010, p. 393; Pallaver and Lengauer, 2008, p. 107; Ross and Carter, 2011, pp. 1158–1159]. Differences are also investigated concerning the affiliation of actors and their gender. While men are more often governmental or political actors than women, the gender imbalances of mentioned health workers in the British and Irish news media are lower [Ross and Carter, 2011, p. 1159]. Thus, the role of the cited actors’ gender in the news coverage on health communication needs to be further investigated, too.

2.4 Research questions and hypotheses

The purpose of this study is to analyze the role of experts and their statements when it comes to the media coverage of a complex health issue, such as multi resistant germs. The central questions are thus:
Which experts dominate reporting on multi-resistant pathogens in Germany and to what extent can manifest expert roles be identified through emerging statement frames?

The first step is to determine which experts, or more precisely, which types of experts, dominate the reporting. Previous studies on health and risk reporting produced results on the diversity of used expert sources. Whereas a high number of authoritative experts are found, the number of affected persons and laypersons are small [Huber, 2014, pp. 113–114; Vasterman and Ruigrok, 2013, p. 446; Shih, 2011, p. 17; Werner et al., 2017, p. 6]. It shall be analyzed as to whether the same applies to the issue of multi resistant pathogens testing the following hypothesis (H1): the proportion of authoritative experts is significantly higher than the proportion of situational experts in media coverage on multi-resistant pathogens in German reporting.

Studies focusing on the group of affected persons suggest that only a very small proportion of the expert statements is attributed to patients and their relatives [Appel, 2000, p. 105; Shih, 2011, p. 17–20; Werner et al., 2017, p. 6]. The hypothesis (H2) applies: affected persons are cited less often than other sources in the German media coverage of multi resistant germs.

Finally, the gender balance of cited experts has shown to be uneven in previous research [Huber, 2014, p. 165; Pallaver and Lengauer, 2008; Ross and Carter, 2011, pp. 1158–1159; Magin and Stark, 2010, p. 393]. For this reason, the hypothesis (H3) applies: the proportion of female experts in daily news coverage on multi-resistant pathogens is significantly lower than the proportion of male experts. Focusing on social groups further allows to make more specific statements about gender distribution. Differences are also investigated concerning the affiliation of actors and their gender [Ross and Carter, 2011, p. 1159]. The following hypothesis (H4) applies: there is a significant correlation between the gender of the actors and their affiliation to a social group.

### Method

#### Sample

To investigate the specific research questions, a quantitative and subject-related media content analysis of selected German daily print and online media was chosen as method of inquiry.

The media reports to be analyzed were selected in a multilevel and systematic procedure. To ensure that the investigation ties in with previous research, the selection of media was based on daily news journalism. In the first step, print and online media are chosen as media forms. Since online news portals are used increasingly in addition to established print editions of daily newspapers [Hölig and Hasebrink, 2017, p. 17], they significantly influence recipients and their handling of health risks, too.\(^1\) Within these two media forms, media genres were chosen in the second step. The selection of regional print media followed their

---

\(^1\)The same applies to daily TV news. The analysis of two main news programs (Tagesschau on ARD/das Erste and RTL aktuell on RTL) indicated a very small number of relevant reports, so that it assumed that the topic of multiresistant germs hardly passes the publication barrier in news programs.
audience’s geographical distribution in Germany. Due to the broad range of topics in online news, only news websites are considered amongst all online media. In the third step of the selection procedure, the media brands are chosen. The media were selected based on their reach; the selected news websites are amongst the ten most used news websites in Germany [Schröder, 2018]. Furthermore, each of the selected media includes a health- or knowledge-related section, yet all sections and segments were taken into account for the analysis.

Media reports from print and online media\(^2\) were retrieved from electronic databases (LexisNexis, Factiva, SZ-Archiv) from 10/31/2016 to 10/31/2018 and, subsequently, archived and coded. To minimize unintended effects, coders were assigned the reports on a rotating basis.

### 3.2 Units of analysis and categories

In the last step of the selection procedure, the media articles to be analyzed were identified among all content archived. Articles were to be analyzed, if provided, they address or at least marginally mention the issue of multi resistant germs or antibiotic resistances. This precondition was operationalized through a list of keywords,\(^3\) which comprises relevant indicators of the specific topic and had previously been tested extensively. Actors appearing in the news reports were gathered on two levels: while on the first level, the unit of report, their occurrence in the report was noted, on the second level, those actors directly or indirectly cited were surveyed. On the second level, the actors themselves are the unit of analysis.

Having cleansed the data, a total of 1419 articles are considered for the analysis. 1391 of the actors in the articles are included. Table 2 shows how the previously deducted dimensions were operationalized. While on the first level of analysis (article), technical variables and the general occurrence of actors were coded, those actors making statements were analyzed in more detail on the second level of the analysis. Their presentation in the news coverage was measured by coding their position, name and functional description. To measure the diversity of the actors cited the „affiliation of the actor“ was coded, which classified each actor into a particular group, spatial responsibility and gender. This was also helpful for the subsequent distinction between authoritative experts like researches or medical stuff who are professionally concerned with the evolution of antibiotic resistant bacteria and situational experts who gain some experience based expertise in this field, too like it would be the case with affected persons. The statement elements were measured by categorical variables, as shown in Table 2. As the values of each of these variables were deducted from preliminary qualitative analyses of the test material, the variables are very much issue-specific.

### 3.3 Validity and reliability

To test the validity of the categorical framework, a pretest was run on a random sample of 20 reports. The categorical framework proved to be applicable and

\(^{2}\)Aachener Zeitung, B.Z., Hamburger Abendblatt, Nürnberger Nachrichten, Sächsische Zeitung, Stuttgarter Zeitung, Ostthüringer Zeitung, Frankfurter Rundschau, taz, BILD, Welt, Süddeutsche Zeitung, focus online, spiegel online, welt.de, zeit online, SZ.de.

\(^{3}\)Keywords: “antibio”, “resist”, “unempfind”, “krankenhauskeim”.
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Table 2. Dimensions and their operationalization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Operationalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Experts</td>
<td>Spatial Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affiliation of the Actor/Group Membership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identification of Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Passive/Active Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement-Frames</td>
<td>Statement-Frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem</td>
<td>Problem Statement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of the Problem</td>
<td>Precise Evaluation of the Problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of the Solution</td>
<td>Precise Evaluation of the Measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demands/Responsability Attribution</td>
<td>Demands/Stipulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responsibility Attribution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

definitions of values were partly adjusted. Internal validity of the analysis is thus given. A further precondition for the methodological quality of the media content analysis is to guarantee reliability of the coding instrument. To ensure this, coders were trained extensively and a standardized reliability test was carried out. Additional analyses on 15 to 40 units of analysis proved intercoder-reliability. To test the research instrument’s reliability, a total of three tests was carried out. While in the first test, the selected reports were coded, in the second, actors within each article were identified and assigned correctly to the reports. In the third part, the actors cited were coded substantively. Reliability coefficients in accordance with Holsti ranged from R=.85 to R=.98 and can thus attest to good quality to the coding instrument [Früh, 2015, p. 193].

3.4 Data analysis

Due to the exploratory research question, the data analysis procedure was chosen to be as follows. Since each news article can contain several expert sources, individual expert statements form the data basis for the cluster analysis, which is based on the inductive approach of Matthes and Kohrings for clustering frame elements [on the methodology of the inductive-quantitative approach, see Kohring and Matthes, 2002; Matthes and Kohring, 2004; Matthes and Kohring, 2008].

The advantage of the quantitative-inductive method for recording expert roles lies in the open output of the data structuring. Only after the properties and statements of an expert source have been collected were the arguments grouped according to their similarity and thus form statement frames that can finally be defined as expert roles in a media text. This increases the reliability of data collection.

To build statement frames, a two-step-cluster analysis was applied by means of SPSS. Each statement contains a problem description, an evaluation trend, solution strategies and explicit demands or blame assignments. These individual elements form a statement and do not all have to be present at every expert source. The cluster method allows for processing categorical variables by means of the Log-Likelihood Distance. Furthermore, it automatically determines the optimal number of clusters [Chiu et al., 2001, pp. 263–268]. To minimize order effects, all
cases were randomized before calculating the clusters. Since the Likelihood-Distance measure assumes that all variables within the cluster model are independent from each other, all categorical variables were cross-calculated with each other prior to the main calculation. No strong dependencies were found between them.\textsuperscript{4}

### Results

#### 4.1 Function, gender & affiliation of experts

In the German news coverage about antibiotic resistances, journalists make use of cited experts from several sectors and disciplines as shown in Table 3. Scientists form the largest group (38\%), while the healthcare sector is also well represented. Companies in the healthcare industry, hospitals, care staff and hygienists account for 22\% and physicians and veterinarians 6\% of experts analysed. Politicians form the second largest group of experts (23\%). Less represented are experts of interest groups, economy and health insurance funds (7\%) as well as people affected by antibiotic resistances (5\%).

Following theoretical considerations, experts in the news coverage about health communication issues can be divided into authoritative and situational experts [Remus, 2014]. Authoritative experts, who are professionally responsible for the maintenance of health, constitute the majority of cited actors (66\%), while situational experts, whose expert status is temporary and related to their advantage in experience and knowledge over the recipients, account for one third (34\%) (cf. Table 3). A chi-square fitting test shows that the observed frequencies deviate significantly from a uniform distribution (chi-square (1, n = 1391) = 135.41, p = .000). Thus, our data support H1 claiming that the proportion of authoritative experts is significantly higher than the proportion of situational experts.

#### Table 3. Cited and/or mentioned experts in the news coverage of multi resistant pathogens (n=794, in Percent, multiple answer). Basis of the Calculation: Number of Reports with cited Experts from 11/01/2016 until 10/31/2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Scientists (n=432)</th>
<th>Politicians (n=334)</th>
<th>Physicians/Hospitals/Veterinarians (n=254)</th>
<th>Hygienists (n=327)</th>
<th>Economy, Interest Groups (n=253)</th>
<th>Public Persons affected, Groups (n=555)</th>
<th>Total (n=794)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mentioned</td>
<td>31,0</td>
<td>36,8</td>
<td>74,8</td>
<td>49,8</td>
<td>68,4</td>
<td>91,2</td>
<td>58,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mentioned and cited</td>
<td>69,0</td>
<td>63,2</td>
<td>25,2</td>
<td>50,2</td>
<td>31,6</td>
<td>8,8</td>
<td>41,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Affected persons comprise by far the largest group among all groups considered, with 555 mentioned actors in 794 reports. Actors were taken into consideration for the analysis provided they are mentioned, either passively or actively, or quoted.

Affected persons appear often, but they get a chance to speak in only 9\% of the cases in which they are mentioned in the report (cf. Table 4). This is the lowest share among all social groups considered. Interestingly enough medical

\textsuperscript{4}CI<.30 for every possible cross-calculated pair of variables.
practitioners, as well as veterinarians make few statements compared to their frequency of occurrence. They are quoted in only one out of four reports in which they are mentioned. The same applies to interest groups and economic experts, such as agricultural companies (32 %). Actors from the domain of politics and the medical sector, such as hospitals and hygiene staff, are given a voice in half of the reports in which they are mentioned (50–63 %). Strikingly, scientists and scientific institutions speak most frequently among all groups of actors, when mentioned in the reports (69 %).

Table 4. Experts in the German news coverage of multi resistant pathogens (n=1391, in Percent). Basis of the Calculation: Number of cited Experts from 11/01/2016 until 10/31/2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Print Media (regional and national)</th>
<th>News Websites</th>
<th>All Media Genres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n=904)</td>
<td>(n=487)</td>
<td>(n=1391)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientists</td>
<td>37,1</td>
<td>40,9</td>
<td>38,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td>21,2</td>
<td>25,9</td>
<td>22,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians/Veterinariens</td>
<td>6,9</td>
<td>3,3</td>
<td>5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals, Hygienists</td>
<td>22,3</td>
<td>20,1</td>
<td>21,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy, Interest Groups</td>
<td>8,0</td>
<td>5,1</td>
<td>7,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons affected, Public</td>
<td>4,5</td>
<td>4,7</td>
<td>4,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence, H2, which states that those affected are under-represented compared to other expert groups cannot be rejected, since affected persons are considerably underrepresented. However, this only applies to those actors getting a chance to speak. Considering all actors, who act passively or actively but do not make statements, affected persons clearly dominate the reports on multi resistant pathogens.

When it comes to the gender of cited experts, several studies mentioned in chapter 2.3 reach the same conclusion: across different topics and media, women are less represented as actors in the news coverage than men. Supporting H3 our data show similar findings. 72 % of 789 individual experts cited are male, while only 28 % are women (cf. Table 5). A closer look at gender distribution can be achieved by dividing experts according to their affiliation to particular social groups.

Table 5. Gender of experts in the German news coverage of multi resistant pathogens (n=789, in Percent). Basis of the Calculation: Number of cited individual Experts from 11/01/2016 until 10/31/2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Scientists</th>
<th>Politicians</th>
<th>Physicians/Veterinariens</th>
<th>Hospitals, Hygienists</th>
<th>Economy, Interest Groups</th>
<th>Persons affected, Public</th>
<th>All Experts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n=289)</td>
<td>(n=182)</td>
<td>(n=68)</td>
<td>(n=156)</td>
<td>(n=60)</td>
<td>(n=34)</td>
<td>(n=789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>22,1</td>
<td>42,3</td>
<td>14,7</td>
<td>30,8</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>47,1</td>
<td>28,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>77,9</td>
<td>57,7</td>
<td>85,3</td>
<td>69,2</td>
<td>90,0</td>
<td>52,9</td>
<td>72,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
<td>100,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of an χ²-test show a medium significance between gender and the affiliation of actors, χ²(5) = 45.71, p = .000, ϕ = 0.24. The greatest disparity is
found between male and female among interest groups and physicians with 10–15% female experts. Gender gaps are also found for scientists (22% women), companies in the healthcare sector, hospitals, care staff and hygienists (31% women). A different picture takes shape concerning political experts as well as people affected by antibiotic resistances. 42% of the politicians cited in the news coverage about antibiotic resistances are women, while in the group of affected and public actors, nearly half of the experts are female (47%), though this is one of the least represented groups. In summary, the hypothesis (H4) concerning the overrepresentation of male actors in the German news coverage about antibiotic resistances can be confirmed.

4.2 Statement frames

In addition to the structuring variables, the affiliation to a social group was also included in the description of the statement frames. This helps to identify expert roles. One outlier group consisting of 215 cases was excluded from the analysis. These actors could not be clearly assigned to any cluster. In the first frame (n=405) — which we call “value-free explanation frame” — it is noticeable that the statements of the cited sources are completely free of evaluations and accusations, as can be seen in Figure 1. The most frequent statements here are made by scientists and politicians. These groups are slightly overrepresented. More than half of the expert statements deal with the emergence and spread of multi-resistant germs, a further 26% deal with serious health damages up to the death of patients. These problems are rather consequences than causes of the spread of multi-resistant pathogens and are evaluated objectively and neutrally. On average, solutions are cited frequently (47%), and they are more likely to be seen in research (18%) and legislation (9%). This is not surprising, considering that these are areas in which actors from science and politics are primarily represented.

In the second statement frame, the “solution-oriented blaming frame” (n=333), scientists are clearly underrepresented while actors from the health sector dominate (34%), such as hospital administrations, nursing and hygiene personnel (see Figure 2). Physicians are most strongly represented compared to the other clusters (7%). The same applies to interest groups such as the “German Society for Hospital Hygiene” with 12%. The main focus lies on the causal problems for the spread of multi-resistant pathogens: the frequent use of antibiotics (51%) and structural problems in the health system, such as insufficient staff and inadequate hygiene (46%). The evaluation tendencies are relatively balanced and most likely neutral (61%) and appeasing (20%). The statements are clearly more solution-oriented than in the other frames and see these most likely in the practice of the daily health care: the reduction of antibiotic administration (26%) and preventive measures in hospitals (33%). A particularly high proportion of the statements in the second frame are attributed to debts and claims. Nearly 40% of the statements contain an explicit attribution of blame or demand to specific actors.

With 437 cases, the third statement frame is quantitatively the largest and can be characterized as “problem-oriented alarming frame”. It is also structurally and relatively similar to the first one (see Figure 3). The same problems are addressed, namely the development of drug resistance (46%), long-term health damage (21%) and structural problems in the health care system (13%). Scientists are the
dominant group of experts here (48%). The other groups are slightly underrepresented. The difference to the first statement frame lies in the tendency of the evaluation, which is the most negative across all statement frames. Almost three-quarters of all statements are alarming. The solutions presented are also most likely to be found in research (13%) and legislation (6%). Although three-quarters of all statements do not contain any measures at all to solve the problem.

4.3 Conclusion on statement frames

The argumentation structure of the three statement frames differs essentially in the tendency of the evaluation and the solution strategy. In addition, the groups of actors assigned to the statements vary in their closeness to practical health care. The first frame lacks assessments and accusations or demands of any kind. As a result, the mentioned problems also tend to remain blurred, omitting causes and concrete solution strategies. The experts in this frame argue on a factual level and remain in their respective professional context. They take on the function of explaining, without delving too deeply into the complex topic, they serve the journalist as a competent reference.

The role of the experts in the third statement frame is completely different, although the first and third frames are structurally very similar. The difference lies in the tendency towards negative evaluation and the lack of solutions.
distribution of expert groups is similar; the main actors are scientific. They also remain vague and give the problem an alarming tone. Due to the unspecific problems and the lack of solution strategies and demands, the alarming tendency is even more prominent. The actors offer a similar level of expertise as in the first frame, but are warning and far less neutral. They serve as admonishers to legitimize the negativity of a message.

The second pattern of argumentation, on the other hand, is structurally very different from the other two frames. Here, concrete causes for the spread and development of multi-resistant pathogens are named. These are assessed as neutral to relativizing, i.e. as a minor problem. Solutions in the field of practical health care are often presented and concrete demands are made on political representatives and the health system. Actors with these statements mainly come from the practical health sector. They accuse or defend institutions and strategic or political decisions.

These three inductive-quantitative argumentation patterns thus represent different roles in a journalistic text. The analysis suggests that, at least in the thematic context studied, recurrent, identical patterns and thus manifest functions in journalistic practice can be found.
Figure 3. Clustered Statements in the news coverage of multi resistant pathogens. Problem-oriented alarming Frame. Basis of the calculation: Cluster analysis of 1391 experts that were quoted directly or indirectly in the German daily news coverage on multi resistant pathogens from 10/31/2016 to 10/31/2018.

Discussion

This study assumes that journalists have a system-specific understanding of expert sources in risk and health reporting, to which the topic of multi-resistant pathogens belongs, that is reflected in selection and presentation decisions. The results show where the selection process ends and which statements are made by which experts. These sources were described and typologized. The typologization was not only done by the passive properties of the sources, also the statements could be summarized to statement frames.

The expert sources in the field of multi-resistant pathogens are similar to those of other topics in the fields of health-, science- and risk-reporting. Overall, authoritative experts dominate reporting on multi-resistant bacteria. The strong presence of the social elite in the news coverage has two main causes. On the one hand, these groups have the resources, knowledge and interest to work with journalists. For some actors, public relations is simply part of the profession. On the other hand, they are more perceived as experts by the media because, as described in Chapter 2.1, they have the expertise to solve problems or have the power to make decisions. With experts who are used to dealing with the press, the workload for journalists is much lower, as it is not enough simply to provide a certain expertise. This also explains the relatively small proportion of physicians cited in the articles, although this is one of the most frequently occurring passive groups of actors in the news coverage and is one of the authoritative experts. However, physicians usually do not engage in public relations work and seldom focus on statements that have an impact on the media.
The over-representation of certain expert groups in the German news media can be explained by the processes of source selection in journalistic practice. This selection is part of an efficient and resource-saving way of working. When searching for expert opinions, journalists to a large extent, resort to press releases [Baerns, 1991, p. 47], or use already known and established sources from which they already know what to expect [Nölleke, 2013; Shoemaker and Reese, 1996]. Situational experts, such as those affected and their relatives, have hardly any chance of being heard in current reporting.

The similar applies to the gender of the actors. It turned out that female experts are clearly underrepresented compared to male ones. There are different explanations for the under-representation of female actors [structural theoretical approaches can be found: e.g. Fröhlich, Peters and Simmelbauer, 2005, p. 13]. According to journalists, women are more critical of their own expertise and are less frequently found in high academic positions than their male colleagues [Huber, 2014, p. 165]. In the case of physicians, however, this explanation does not go far enough, because while in reality the gender distribution in this profession is relatively balanced [Bundesärztekammer, 2016, p. 5], male physicians are clearly overrepresented in the media. So men are more willing to appear in the media as experts and accept the rules of journalism, or journalists tend to accept men rather than women as expert sources.

Part of the gender inequality can be explained by the different social groups of expert sources. The authoritative experts, such as scientists and doctors, have a significantly lower proportion of women than the situational experts, such as those affected and their relatives. The fact that the same experts are cited again and again reinforces this effect and thus systematically prevents women from obtaining the same proportion of expert sources in reporting and from being perceived by the public as equal experts.

As Nölleke [2013, pp. 328–329] also states, journalists often know in advance the position of the actor and his role to be played in their news coverage. Thus, they are used purposefully in order to achieve the intended dramaturgy of an article or to increase the news value. However, it should be noted that the statement remains limited. Finally, the content analysis does not provide conclusive information as to whether an article was composed from the expert’s contribution or whether an article was found for an intended dramaturgy [Nölleke, 2013, p. 344]. In the present study, the role of the actor was defined via its statement frame. This method has the decisive advantage of reliability and transparency over a purely deductive recording of the role in the media text, as described in Chapter 3.4. Nevertheless, it must be mentioned that the sample period of 24 months was long enough to generate an adequate number of relevant cases for multivariate analysis. However, the number of cases for the individual values of the variables was rather small, resulting in less differentiated results. Clustering was achieved using an efficient method for particularly large data sets, which is suitable for grouping variables of different scales. It could be shown empirically that the statements in the text show a low variance and differ in the argumentation in only a few variables. This results in three manifest statement frames that allow conclusions to be drawn about the different roles of the experts:
The “value-free explanation frame” is suitable for experts who assume the role of a neutral and recognized expert. The “solution-oriented blaming frame” points to two different roles, that of defender and prosecutor. Experts who appear in the “problem-oriented alarming frame” can finally be defined as agitators. The data obtained from content analysis support the assumption of previous studies that experts play a role intended for them in a dramaturgical construct. However, although these assumptions remained limited to possible strategies of journalists and were deductively collected, they are consistent with the patterns identified here. The similarity of the expert roles identified here and the roles in previous analyses [Peters, 1994, p. 179; Kruvand, 2009, p. 35] points to professional and very stable selection mechanisms of journalists.

At the level of statements, they do not show a strong focus on semantic, but a strong focus on functional aspects in the selection of actors. The statement frames of the cited sources leave little doubt that certain roles are applied again and again. It is not just about who says something, it is about how it is said and how it fits into the journalist’s concept. Experts thus increase their chances of publication if they not only reveal their specialist knowledge, but also give an assessment of the threat, assign blame and make demands. This is particularly evident in the distinction between the “value-free explanation frame” and the “problem-oriented alarming frame”. These are almost congruent in most categories. They differ only in the degree of evaluation and thus have completely different roles in a journalistic article. Since the selection of expert statements is primarily the responsibility of the journalist, the possibility of instrumental functionalization of an expert is also given here. Whether this is done consciously or through constant repetition and orientation of manifest expert functions within and outside the respective publication process cannot be clarified in this study. This methodically guided inductive-quantitative definition of experts in German news reporting can now be tested in further studies for its consistency and generalizability.

Nölleke [2013, p. 367] talks of a separate news factor for experts, but there is some evidence that expert sources increase the news value, but primarily reinforce existing and classic factors such as proximity, identification and valence. These factors can be relatively easily controlled by certain selection and presentation decisions on the part of journalists. It seems evident that the criteria for the selection of experts and their statements are more functionally driven, i.e. follow the strategic goals of the journalists than convey complex topics to the general public through specialist knowledge. This has a direct impact on media practice. Experts with less media experience will be more sceptical about further cooperation with journalists if they see themselves and their statements distorted. This can in turn lead to a reduction in the selection of sources for future content if the experts do not adapt to editorial requirements. Although the role of journalists includes the simplification of complex content, the system-specific understanding of the experts in the media leads to a different knowledge reality of specific topics, which may be discussed completely differently in the professional world. This bias could be investigated by comparing statement frames in trade journals with those in the mass media in a future study. At this point a distortion can only be suspected.

In mass media news coverage, a reduction of experts to their mere function and the over-representation of social groups with certain characteristics means a fundamental weakening of diversity and transparency in reporting [e.g. Ruß-Mohl,
This leads primarily to a reduction in quality, because the actual goal of increasing objectivity in an article by citing experts is undermined by the repeated use of the same experts and the establishment of roles [Steele, 1995, p. 809].

For media practice, these results primarily offer opportunities for influencing current reporting. As already mentioned above, it is important for external experts to adhere to the rules of journalists in order to gain a voice in established mass media. Knowing the selection and presentation criteria of journalists is a great advantage in disseminating one’s own agenda. Of course, this can be problematic, because scientific sources in particular may give up their commitment to objectivity in favour of media attention. But it is precisely in the case of a topic with danger potential that it is necessary to weigh up here whether leaving scientific objectivity by means of evaluations or blaming in order to gain greater attention is ethically justifiable. Last but not least, however, this leads to greater uncertainty among recipients and can result in a disregard for entire expert groups if certain actors particularly frequently highlight offensive threats or appear inflationarily in the media.

The results suggest that similar requirements in journalism may lead to similar expert roles and characteristics in the news coverage, regardless of country and genre boundaries. However, the method used here does not allow to claim representativeness for the media in Germany. However, the results based on the media sample are significant for the media coverage of multi-resistant germs during the study period.

Changing technological and economic conditions, the demands of the public, such as increased scepticism towards established media, and the increasing specialisation of areas of knowledge, make dealing with experts in the mass media a complex field of research with increasing relevance.
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